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Nanton, a diverse and caring
community with a thriving future
that is inspired by its past.

Understanding Nanton

About the Project
Nanton is a town in Southern Alberta with a unique character. As a popular tourist
destination, Nanton recognizes the importance of having an enhanced wayfinding
system that directs visitors to Nanton’s tourist attractions. The town implemented
new gateway signage in 2016.
Nanton is sited along Highway 2, a major north-south highway in Alberta that links
Southern Alberta and the United States to Calgary, Edmonton and Northern
Alberta. With this high traffic location, thousands of visitors travel annually to
Nanton by car. According to Alberta Transportation, the two-way traffic volume at
Nanton along Highway 2 on a monthly average is as follows:
• June 2016 – 14,083
• July 2016 – 16,004
• August 2016 – 15,767
• December 2016 – 10,978
(Source: Alberta Transportation, Traffic Counts, www.transportation.alberta.ca/mapping)

The Nanton visual identity and town character embraces the vibrant heritage of its
past and aims to share all that Nanton has to offer with locals and visitors alike.

Objectives
A new wayfinding and signage strategy for the Town of Nanton will:
Strongly communicate the Nanton brand and vision to visitors
and residents in all town signage.
Clearly and consistently help visitors navigate to Nanton’s popular
tourist destinations.
Encourage travellers to stop and spend time in Nanton when en route to
other locations, or entice them to put Nanton on their list as a future destination.
Create a sense of place and foster an enhanced sense of pride amongst
town residents and retailers.
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Issues & Opportunities: Site Analysis
Vehicular Movement

Pedestrian Mobility & Experience

The integration of the highway in the town core is both an

At a pedestrian level, the town is easy to explore and

advantage and disadvantage to wayfinding in Nanton. The

navigate. The core business destinations are primarily

constant flow of through traffic creates an immediate

organized around three walkable, historic streets which are

audience to draw upon. However, the split into one-way

easy to locate from the highway. The main streets are well

southbound and northbound streets can make it difficult for

cared for and maintained. Pedestrian pathways and

drivers to explore the town by car. Drivers can inadvertently

connections, such as from the rodeo grounds to the town

bypass the town if they do not make the correct turn. A

core, make it easier for visitors to get around on foot. To

successful wayfinding strategy will address these navigation

encourage visitors to park and explore by foot more often,

complications.

several connections could benefit from improved pedestrian
safety and comfort.
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Location Map: Site Circulation
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Issues & Opportunities: Existing Wayfinding
Gateway Signage
Gateway signage acts as the welcome
and primary introduction to the Town of
Nanton. As a town along a major
highway, these gateways are
particularly important in announcing
arrival, reduced speed, and introducing
the authentic experience of Nanton.
These new branded gateway signs,
installed in 2016, communicate the
town’s colours and identity. The
signage visibility and placement
successfully captures the high levels of
traffic along the highway.
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Unrooted Business Signage
Upon entering the town, a large number
of signs lining the main road advertise
the attractions, services and shops in
Nanton. These signs are inconsistent in
size, style, format, messaging
(directional information mixed with
advertising), and hierarchy of
information (businesses are not
prioritized for visitors). The volume of
information is overwhelming,
distracting, and difficult to read while
driving, causing both readability and
safety issues. The visual clutter created
by these signs disrupts the wayfinding
clarity of the area and detracts from the
strong visual character of the town.
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Main Street Business Identification
In the town core, the building character
and related signage fosters a heritage
atmosphere. Signage expresses the
unique identity and character of each
shop which facilitates an authentic,
memorable experience. The shops in
the downtown area are vibrant,
well-maintained and welcoming, and
together, create a walkable town core
for visitors to enjoy and explore.

Street Signs
Highway signage directs motorists to
selected attractions. Street signs are
clear and effective.
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Banners
A few small Town of Nanton banners
hang from light posts. However, their
size and infrequency means they do
not create a prominent impact on the
street.

Landmarks
Landmarks are memorable and
prominent physical features that act as
visual cues for orientation while within
the town. Popular and much loved
architectural landmarks, such as the
Bomber Museum, the MacEwan School
House Visitor Centre and the grain
elevators, contribute to the visual
identity of the town. The grain elevator
on the east side of the town core also
creates a prominent visual anchor for
navigation. The heritage character of
the main streets is a major natural
feature of orientation through the town,
being highly visible from the main
routes, and helps visitors identify where
to find local attractions and businesses.
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Recommendations

Wayfinding Strategy
The four actions outlined below are the primary recommendations to improve the
wayfinding, circulation, and visitor experience in Nanton.

1

Highlight the main streets
By visually distinguishing the main streets with banners affixed to the existing
streetlamps, visitors will intuitively know which areas have the highest
concentration of attractions and where to find more information about Nanton
businesses. Banners will create a pronounced sense of arrival into the town,
strengthening the Nanton brand through heritage imagery.

2

Direct visitors to destinations
Consolidated vehicular directional signs will direct drivers to select attractions and
parking locations. By listing the major destinations of the town, these signs will also
act as a means of informing the public about the attractions Nanton has to offer in
a clear, concise format to be legible from the highway. Parking identification and
info centre identification signage will highlight key destinations from the arrival into
town in a car. Once parked, smaller scale pedestrian directional signs can help
visitors find specific destinations.

3

Consolidate business information
Directories and large local feature boards, highlighting major local attractions, will
inform visitors of the various destinations around Nanton. Removing the unrooted
business signage along the highway will help to reduce wayfinding confusion and
strengthen the town character. The directories, placed at the information centre
and parking lots, can also help consolidate information about additional
businesses, services, and attractions in a new location, more accessible to visitors.
LED messages on the gateway signs should contribute to the brand message by
minimizing the amount, style, and type of information displayed on this board. The
content displayed should be catered to visitors and drivers passing through.
Additional Recommendation:

4

Improve the pedestrian experience
Streetscape improvements along the main streets will encourage visitors to explore
the town further. For example, the pedestrian route from the Bomber Command
Museum to 20th Street can be made more inviting by adding a sidewalk and other
features that make the walk more safe, comfortable, and accessible. This will allow
people to park at the Nanton Community Centre and walk to other destinations
easily. Streetscape design will also help to ‘highlight the main streets’ for
wayfinding clarity, as indicated in Strategy #1.
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Proposed Signage
Existing Gateway
Posts and panel shape inspired by existing
gateway signage.
Colours and typeface in line with Nanton
Branding Guidelines document.
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A2 Info Centre Identification
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Antique & Art Walk
of Alberta

D2 Local Features Board
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Location Plan: Proposed Signage
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Prioritization & Phasing
Taking time and budget restraints in account, the design, fabrication, and
installation of signage can be phased over several years. Installing banners along
the three main streets will be the most impactful and flexible initiative to begin with
to attract visitors to stop and to assist with wayfinding.
The cost estimates indicated below reflect the supply and installation of the signs.
Note that these figures are an opinion of probable costs, not a guaranteed cost
figure and will be refined as detailed designs are prepared. Due to the conceptual
nature of this wayfinding strategy, these figures may not reflect actual costs.

Estimates of Probable Construction Costs
Sign type

Quantity

Unit Cost

Total Cost

$1500

$45,000

Phase 1: Highlight the main streets
D1 Banners

30 (TBD)

Phase 2: Direct visitors to destinations (Primary Locations)
B1 Vehicular Directional Sign

3

$10,000

$30,000

A1 Parking Identification

3

$2000

$6000

Phase 3: Consolidate business information
C1 Directories

2

$5000

$10,000

D2 Local Features Board

2

$10,000

$20,000

Phase 4: Direct visitors to destinations (Secondary Locations)
B1 Vehicular Directional Sign

1

$10,000

$10,000

B2 Pedestrian Directional Sign

4

$5000

$20,000

A2 Info Centre Identification

1

$5000

$5000

Phase 5: Improve the pedestrian experience
Out of current scope. Detailing this action would require additional design analysis.
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